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ABSTRACT
Imbedding literacy and critical thinking skill development into content while embracing
culture and diversity in the classroom
By Ryan Bell
By teaching the Socratic Method for discussion and debate, and classroom instruction
that relies on skill building critical thinking skills and literacy development, can have a profound
impact on creating deeper learning connections. By using sheltered instruction and scaffolding
tools taken from the ELD framework, my Action Research shows that not only can I teach
students how to break down primary and secondary sources, but also develop literacy skills,
while creating a culturally inclusive and diverse classroom.
The methods used for this action research includes evidence that allowed students to
develop deeper literacy and critical thinking skills. Students were able to learn using my
philosophy of teaching method of Social Constructivist. I believe in the Social Constructivist
theory that students make deeper connections by learning and observing the experiences or
opinions of others. I found this theory to be profound in my own learning and decided to employ
it into my teaching practice. I believe that to create a classroom that embraces culture and
diversity the Social Constructivist classroom style curriculum must be present. This way,
students are growing and evolving by learning and collaborating with each other. This action
research argues that not only can a social studies teacher implement literacy development within
their content area, but also while skill building the content areas core focuses on analysis and
examination of issues from the past, present, or future using primary and secondary sources.
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Chapter One
Introduction
The goal of my research is centered on my belief as an educator in the learning style
theory developed by psychologist Lev Vygotsky: Social Constructivism. Social Constructivism
is the idea that an individual's interactions with their environment create the cognitive structures
that enable him/her to understand the world. This means that how we make sense of the world is
through the experiences we share from and with each other. In my chosen content area of Social
Science, my education centered on a holistic study of history and geography that focused on
social and cultural anthropology, biodiversity, sustainability, ecology, human migration, human
environments that included their cause and effects, and most importantly, the importance of
learning, recognizing, and respecting others culture.
My education has focused on people, their stories, their experiences, their histories, and
how they fit into the world. I studied ESOL courses while I was an undergraduate at Western
Oregon University that taught me to implement dual language development that included how to
establish sheltered instruction lesson plans that support embracing and learning student’s culture
and diversity. I learned about the struggles that minorities and immigrants have faced in this
country and how the education system creates barriers due to its systemic racism in terms of
allowing equality for every culture or class in America.
This is important to understand because today’s classrooms are multicultural and diverse
as ever. Our education system is behind in creating an institution of public schooling that
embraces a society that is multi-cultural and socio economically blended. The “white washed”
ways of education are outdated and limiting opportunities of non-white students. The National
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Center for Education Statistics ([NCES], 2015a) states that “In 2014, white students ceased to be
the majority in U.S. schools dropping below 50% of the total student enrollment for the first time
in the history of American Schooling” (pg. 349). These statistics are important to consider
because the data shows that we live in an ethnically diverse community all across America and
our curriculum needs to be adapted to reflect teaching each other about each other.
As I have learned about the people around me, and their stories, culture, language, and
their struggles, my thinking and experiences have changed. My research will be an example of
how teaching as an advocate for cross cultural education, literacy development through skill
building and analysis and primary source analysis can have a profound impact on students’
growth and development as critical thinkers and learners. My belief is that from the Social
Constructivism way of learning, the more diversity and experiences students are exposed to, the
greater chance they will succeed not only in education, but life. The goal of my action research
project was to create lessons that centered on the use of sheltered instruction. Sheltered
instruction is content area teaching that also includes opportunities for language development.
My belief is that to build deeper critical thinking students need access to complex vocabulary
and academic language. By scaffolding literacy development into my lessons, I can build upon
students' ability to not only think, read, and write but also research, examine, analyze, and
compare multiple sources. First though, my lessons are designed to allow me to get to know my
students. What are their motivations? Do they have any interests? Who do they identify as?
What is their family background, socioeconomic status? Are they working? What do they want
to be when they grow up? What barriers do they might have? And finally, what interests them?
What are their hobbies? My goal in exploring these questions is to have daily conversations
where I get to know my students. I believe in the benefits of having “informal conversations”
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meaning that discussions are often student led, and sometimes learning takes place the most
when storytelling is involved.
My action research project not only looks to deepen my students skills in thinking,
reading, and writing but also skill building through the use of primary and secondary source
analysis. My goal is to have students make comparisons and connections to the past and the
present through the use of primary source and secondary source examination and analysis.
Primary Source Analysis is the process in which students look at history through an artifact,
document, diary, manuscript, autobiography, recording, or any other source of information that
was created at the time under study. It serves as an original source of information about the topic.
Because I plan my lessons in the mold of scaffolding, meaning breaking up the learning into
chunks and providing a tool, or structure, with each chunk. I plan to use primary sources analysis
in ways in which I can hit multiple diverse learners. In my lessons I use videos, photos, quotes,
music, color coding, and multiple visual and auditory stimulating content. As a result, my
students can have differentiated lessons that fit diverse learning styles and backgrounds.
Because I have focused mainly on teaching American Government during my licensure
program our class structure has been molded into the Socratic Method way of teaching and
learning. The Socratic method of teaching is a form of cooperative argumentative dialogue
between individuals, based on asking and answering questions to stimulate critical thinking and
to draw out ideas and underlying presuppositions. I often ask students open ended questions that
have no right or wrong answers, but must be debated for critical thinking’s sake? These oftenimportant civic questions will one day be part of my student’s lives, and when you live in a
Democracy the people must be educated about the issues at hand and make informed decisions.
My goal in using the Socratic Method during my Action Research is to back up my philosophy
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of teaching in that how students learn best is through Social Constructivism. We learn by
synthesizing the experiences of others combined with what we know from our pre-existing
knowledge and with new experiences make new thinking and therefore deeper connections.
My final focus for my action research project is creating a classroom environment that
discusses and debates using the Socratic Method where students' thinking will change over time
based on new information learned from their peers' experiences. I want to harness the power of
storytelling, culture, and community within the classroom. My final goal is to create a culturally
inclusive and diverse classroom where my students feel welcome to discuss hard political and
civil issues, respect each other's views, and grow from what they learn from each other. My goal
is for my students to be learning without even knowing they are learning. My assignments and
assessments allow my students to use their motivations and interests while discussing and
debating current events and political issues. By creating a culturally inclusive classroom I can
focus on assignments that allow students to express the importance of equity and equality in a
Democracy and in America. The next chapter reviews research literature that I read to deepen my
understanding and provide insights for improving my own teaching practice.
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Chapter Two
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was first to discover how Social
Constructivism, culture, diversity, funds of knowledge, can have tremendous impact on the
classroom environment. I researched diversity, differentiation, inclusive education, and
culturally responsive pedagogy. This portion of this literature review addresses my knowledge
of these concepts as a foundation for my understanding to set goals and grow from my own
teaching. I especially looked for research that described effective strategies for each area and
gave examples of how it might work in a classroom. Application of this research was an
essential part in building my own knowledge base for this project because it allowed me to find
examples to back up the foundations of how I want to practice teaching.
My purpose and objectives for literature review were to use education science and
research as a foundation for philosophy of education. My philosophy of education believes in
culturally inclusive and diverse classrooms that are built in the mold of sheltered instruction and
scaffolding that looks to build literacy development across multiple content areas
simultaneously. Also, while doing so, my philosophy looks to build upon critical thinking and
writing through reading, researching, analyzing, and examination primary and secondary
sources. The more we can learn from each other, the deeper critical thinking and learning
connections are made. The purpose of this research is to collect data that creates proof of the vast
benefits in implementing these tools into everyday curriculum and lesson planning.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. First, I went through
all my Graduate classes’ sources on Moodle and picked out articles that connected with my
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philosophy of teaching. My goals were to find articles that discussed the benefits of cultural and
diversity inclusion in the classroom and education. Also, my goal was to find research on the
benefits and importance of learning students “funds of knowledge” or motivations and interests.
I love it when I get to know my students on a more personal level, and if I can compile data to
prove the benefits of it, then so be it.
Next, I focused on finding research in my old ESOL classes that discussed the benefits of
using a sheltered instruction and scaffolding approach in creating literacy development within
the daily routine of learning. My goal in finding research to the benefits of using an ESOL style
of instruction is that no matter what content area I am teaching, I can embed complex literacy
and language skill building. As a result, students are able to be taught multiple skills and content
areas. I want to prove that even though I am a Social Studies teacher, I can also develop literacy
and deeper critical thinking, reading, and writing.
Finally, I researched the benefits of primary and secondary source analysis in skill
building. Here, I searched for research that argued for using a social sciences framework in
developing deeper learning connections. By developing and building social studies skills and
standards such as comparing, contrasting, researching, analyzing, examining, discussing,
debating, I wanted to find research that showed that by developing these critical thinking skills,
my action research project could show that my students would have a more holistic approach in
deciphering information related to government, civics, historical, and current events. To be an
informed citizen is a duty as a citizen that lives within a Democracy. To synthesize perspectives
from multiple sources are skills vital in our digital age. I focused on research centered on the
approach of enhancing critical reasoning skills through a global perspective. As we learn more
about the people around us, so does our thinking about our place in the world.
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Social Constructivism: Embracing Culture and Diversity
A goal of mine as an educator is to always learn about my students. The theory of Social
Constructivism strongly guides my thinking about effective education because for me to create
an environment for learning, students must feel engaged in not only the learning process, but
actively engage in experiencing social connections through others in their learning community.
Keddie (1971) states “Just as there is a social distribution of cultural capital in society, so too is
there a social distribution of knowledge within classrooms and that different kinds of students get
different "kinds" of knowledge” (pg. 347). This example is important to consider in terms of the
benefits of Social Constructivist theory because just as there is diversity in our world and society,
diversity is also represented in our classrooms and included in what we know. Different “kinds”
of students bring different “kinds” of knowledge through their experiences. Students grow and
adapt based on who they interact with in their environment.
All students have multiple, layered needs to be met for learning to occur. The more needs
that are met, the more students will learn. Maslow's hierarchy of needs (1954) is a way of
organizing the basic needs of students on different levels. Maslow's hierarchy of needs is a
motivational theory in psychology comprising a five-tier model of human needs, often depicted
as hierarchical levels within a pyramid. From the bottom of the hierarchy upwards, the needs are:
physiological (food and clothing), safety (job security), love and belonging needs (friendship),
esteem, and self-actualization. Needs lower down in the hierarchy must be satisfied before
individuals can attend to needs higher up. The more levels that are met, the more a student will
learn. After physiological needs and safety needs are met, students will reach the third level of
the hierarchy for which students need to feel a feeling of belongingness and love. At this level,
students will want to feel a sense of belonging with other people in their environment or
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community (Maslow, 1943). In this level, students need to identify with a group or groups of
other students and need to feel that they do fit in. In the fourth level, students want to have good
esteem through recognition and achievement (Maslow, 1943). By getting recognition from
others, students feel confident in their ability to learn. This backs the learning theory of Social
constructivism as developed by Vygotsky (1978, p. 57) who suggested that, every function in the
child's cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level and, later on, on the
individual level; first, between people (interpsychological) and then inside the child
(intrapsychological). Meaning, we learn as we absorb experiences of others around us, and then
adapt our thinking in reaction to synthesize our own choices and thinking.
At the fifth level, self-actualization becomes important. At the fifth level, the student
looks for ways to fulfill their personal potential for learning, and seek fulfillment in their
learning. At this level students will strive for certain learning goals and seek to achieve them
(Gorman, 2010). In the final and sixth level of the hierarchy, which can only be reached if all
levels are previously met, students now are motivated through self-transcendence. At this level,
students have already met many of their personal goals and are now motivated to improve the
people around them (Gorman, 2010). By motivating and helping those around them, they in turn
can have a better sense of understanding and can improve their personal experience. At this
level students are concerned about the learning of other students and therefore create a classroom
community that works collaboratively, and that embraces learning challenges.
Amant, Gonzales and Moll (1992) discuss the idea of funds of knowledge in terms of how
teachers need to get to know their students and the community they live in. They state that
"funds of knowledge" is not meant to replace the anthropological concept of culture; it is more
precise for our purposes because of its emphasis on strategic knowledge and related activities
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essential in households' functioning, development, and well-being (pg. 139). The article
continues by discussing how specific funds of knowledge that consist of understanding how
people are interconnected within a community is what needs to be inserted into the classroom
environment. The authors continue by suggesting “it is specific funds of knowledge pertaining
to the social, economic, and productive activities of people in a local region, not "culture" in its
broader, anthropological sense that we seek to incorporate strategically into classrooms” (pg.
139). Funds of knowledge are important to consider because they can provide opportunities in
which a teacher can connect deeper with their students and their community. I plan to use these
resources in creating culturally inclusive classwork and lessons. Also, when there are deeper
peer to peer connections, and peer to teacher connections, students are able to reach higher levels
of their Maslow's Hierarchy of needs. As a result, students feel more comfortable in the learning
environment and to have the opportunities to create deeper learning connections.
The concept of funds of knowledge is also important to consider when learning about a
student’s socio-economic background. Understanding your students’ economic situations is
important because many can have barriers to their education that educators may not be aware of.
For example, during my undergraduate degree, I took a class on human migration that centered
on an anthropological study about Mexican field working immigrants in the strawberry picking
business. After learning about those experiences, I became an advocate for migrant worker
students and have a passion for helping these people receive better services in not only
education, but in life. Ullucci & Howard (2015) maintain “While students from adverse
economic situations have always been a part of the nation’s schools, the recent recession has
made it painfully obvious that poverty continues to be a significant and growing social problem
in the United States” (pg. 3). They continue, “In light of this demographic reality, it is
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imperative for teacher educators to pay close attention to (or in some cases reexamine) the
manner in which teachers are prepared to educate students from impoverished backgrounds”
(Ullucci & Howard, 2015, pg.3). This is important to consider because sometimes as people, we
do not know what others are going through. By learning about students' backgrounds, I am able
to adjust my content and lesson plans to better match their learning needs. This is also important
for planning because I can create differentiated assignments and instructions that allow
modifications that better fit my students' learning styles based on their experiences.
Another example of the role and influence of environmental and cultural factors
academic performance is provided in the case study written by Noguera (2003) in which the
author discusses cultural stereotypes that affect African American boys’ achievement in
education as a result of systemic racism in the United States’ public education system. Noguera
(2003) discusses how cultural stereotypes have caused a form of systemic racism within the
American school public school system and how cultural stereotypes deter academic achievement
in some groups. Noguera (2003) states “Similarly, anthropologists and sociologists have
documented ways in which certain cultural influences can lower the aspirations of Black males
and contribute to the adoption of self-destructive behavior” (pg. 32). Noguera continues to argue
the concept that stereotyping creates barriers to achievement by stating that “There is also
evidence that many Black males view sports or music as more promising routes to upward
mobility than academic and some researchers have found that for some African American
students, doing well in school is perceived as a sign that one has "sold out" or opted to "act
White" for the sake of individual gain” (pg. 33). I believe to create culturally inclusive
classrooms educators must focus on helping students teach each other about each other. The
more likely students will be able to learn about each other, the more likely students will be
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willing to break through racial barriers and cultural stereotypes. When students gain a firsthand
primary source account of experiences, they are able to tap into preexisting knowledge, combine
new learning, and change their opinions over time. By developing critical thinking through
lessons about cultural and social experiences, I feel I can better have a profound impact on
student development of critical thinking and problem solving.
Literacy Development Through Critical Thinking, Reading, and Writing
My belief as an educator is that to create deeper connections, students must engage in
lessons that enhance learning and language objectives across multiple areas. Social Sciences, my
content focus, is built upon the importance of reading, writing, engaging, and reflecting. I
believe that literacy development is vital in creating deeper connections that build critical
thinking skills because it allows students to develop high level academic practices that allow
them to use new skills, language, while creating new learning through combining pre-existing
knowledge and Social Constructivist learning. Consequently, the evidence-based practices I
decided to focus my research on are lesson plan building that includes pre and formal
assessments to learn about my students, essential questions using big ideas, learning objectives
and content development using rubrics and feedback, and finally how to embed academic and
linguistic language objectives within my lessons and their importance. I enhance this planning
with a strong foundation of strategies, scaffolding, and effective instruction that comes from the
ESOL framework I learned in that coursework. This framework emphasizes that building an
effective lesson plan consists of creating literacy development opportunities through scaffolding
and sheltered instruction that focuses on using academic language building, language
objectives/vocabulary development, and critical thinking/writing engagement.
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Teachers who use sheltered instruction in their classes teach their regular content such as
math, science, social studies, health, English etc. In addition, they incorporate language learning
objectives that help their English language learners (ELL) students practice the language of the
content area. When teachers use sheltered methodology, they incorporate the following key
components: language objectives to accompany each content objective, comprehensible input,
focus on vocabulary teaching, hands-on learning experiences, building students’ background
knowledge, language practice opportunities (integration of listening, speaking, reading and
writing about the content concepts), alternative assessments, practice and application, and
differentiated learning strategies.
Freire (1968) suggests that to be a successful educator, a teacher must use their own
critical thinking skills in understanding and engaging their students. Freire states, “The practice
of critical teaching is not built as if thinking correctly were a mere given, however, it knows that
without a correct way of thinking, there can be no critical practice” (pg. 43). This concept is
important for my evidence-based practices because I want students to build new skills from their
pre-existing knowledge and new learning. Building new skills, new ideas, and new literacies
with pre-existing knowledge that incorporates literacy development through the use of rubrics,
assessments, and scaffold sheltered instruction are my goals in building “good learning and
teaching.” Reading, engaging, reflecting and debating style of teaching is important to how I
want to conduct my classroom environment because I think this is the foundation of growth
mindset in terms of development for my students based on Social Constructivism; meaning, we
learn from each other’s experience, as we learn and develop from our own.
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The concept of “big ideas” when developing lesson plans is important to me as an
educator because it requires the teacher to plan backwards when developing lessons and
implementing standards. Wiggins and McTighe (1998) argue that backward design is focused
primarily on student learning and understanding. When teachers are designing lessons, units, or
courses, they often focus on the activities and instruction rather than the outputs of the
instruction. Backward design is beneficial to instructors because it innately encourages
intentionality during the design process. It continually encourages the instructor to establish the
purpose of doing something before implementing it into the curriculum. Therefore, backward
design is an effective way of providing guidance for instruction and designing lessons, units, and
courses. Once the learning goals, or desired results, have been identified, instructors will have an
easier time developing assessments and instruction around grounded learning outcomes.
By creating big ideas, and breaking down standards, I am able to develop a lesson that
has a multi goal approach to content building and student learning. For me, big ideas are
important because it allows me to implement academic language and language development into
my lessons. “Big ideas” are the concepts or principles central to the lesson. They anchor or
connect all of the smaller ideas in a lesson. For example, big ideas can facilitate the broadest
acquisition of knowledge, can be the keys that unlock a content area for a wide range of learners,
allow educators to focus their resources on the essential elements in a lesson, and help lead to
assessment of important learning outcomes. An idea is big if it helps us make sense of lots of
otherwise meaningless, isolated, inert, or confusing facts. A big idea is a way of usefully seeing
connections, not just another piece of knowledge. It is more like a lens for better looking than
something additionally seen; more like a theme than the facts of the story. A true “big” idea
doesn’t end thought, it activates it. It has the power to raise questions and generate learning.
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Students bring with them to school a wide range of social experiences, cultural practices,
ways of thinking, and communication styles. Diverse students are often raised learning and
thinking in ways that tend to differ from the ways valued by mainstream teachers, school
cultures, and test makers. For many diverse students, school is a large set of very new situations,
with new things to learn and new ways to talk and think. This can be overwhelming for them. As
Gee (1996) states, “It is just that only a narrow range of these culturally specific home-based
skills are rewarded in school, namely those most often found in mainstream homes” (p. 24). For
example, certain home-based language practices, such as storybook reading and parental
questioning at the dinner table, correlate strongly with academic success (Cook-Gumperz, 1986;
Wells, 1986).
Big ideas combined with academic language instruction is often cited as one of the key
factors affecting the “achievement gap” that exists between high- and low-performing groups of
students in our schools (Wong Fillmore, 2004). Zwier (2007) suggests that building academic
language increases achievement especially visible in our upper-elementary and secondary
classes. Zwier claims that once students move out of primary grades, they not only enter new
classrooms but also enter into new ways of knowing, thinking, and communicating. Planning
literacy and language instruction that creates skill building using big ideas that answer questions
like: what academic language are we going to use? What is its definition? How does it connect
with the content we are learning? Also, what is our language objective? These questions can
help students to connect and engage with both the larger picture of their learning and the skills
they are using to engage with the material. By combining the two, students use their literacies to
learn and both become integral to their growth. By having these big ideas in mind while creating
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lesson plans, I am able to access student engagement across many content areas while creating
even deeper level thinking within my own content.
Erickson (2000) gives an example of the importance of big ideas by stating that
“educators need to help students connect the dots of understanding, in order for students to
discover these larger concepts on their own, they need learning opportunities that allow them to
"wrestle with ideas and understand them at a deep level” (pg. 25). Erickson suggests that big
ideas connect cross culturally. Erickson makes the connection between big ideas and
transferring learning connections between cultures because by embedding literacy into learning
objectives, I have the opportunity to meet the needs of my diverse learners. An important tool of
evidence-based practices that I would like to implement into my teaching is the idea of using
essential questions to introduce big ideas.
Essential questions are important because they state the lesson’s road map. They tell
students what questions we will answer, what objective our thinking will revolve around, and
finally what the big idea of the lesson is. Ainsworth (2003) states that “When educators pose the
Essential Questions to students at the inception of an instructional unit, they are advertising
upfront the learning goals they expect students to meet” (pg. 46). By unwrapping standards,
declaring big ideas that center on language and content building which include posting essential
questions and literacy objectives, I am able to bring a multi tool approach of learning
development and teaching for my diverse students.
Combining essential questions with academic, vocabulary, and literacy objectives are
some of my goals for being a successful educator. To do this, an evidence-based practice I
would like to implement into my lessons is the use of literacy development by front-loading
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language goals in my lessons. By defining vocabulary, using sentence frames through critical
writing, and including both language vocabulary goals, I will create opportunities for students to
make deeper connections with both literacy and content. Dutro & Moran (2003) claim that
“Front-loading language instruction occurs throughout the day as a horizontal slice of the
curriculum, across all content areas” (pg. 230), this is important to classroom lesson development
because by planning to take time every day to create language objectives that define or determine
vocabulary and academic language that will be used for the lesson, students will be skill building
across multiple learning disciplines. This strategy is vital in building students’ content
knowledge and linguistic skills because the more students are influenced by higher academic
verbiage and usage, the more likely they will incorporate it into their own proof of learning
during assessments.
Zwier (2007) suggests that making the right connections is highly dependent on
“academic capital”, a combination of Bourdieu’s (1977b, 1986) notions of social, cultural, and
linguistic capital that a student uses, often unknowingly, to succeed in school (pg. 94). This,
combined with my earlier summaries of “funds of knowledge” builds a full picture of who
students are both outside and within the classroom. Because American classrooms operate within
a fairly narrow definition of success that is connected to a white, middle-class norm, it is
important to build academic capital alongside the honoring of the funds of knowledge students
bring from their lived experience. Students who have been raised in middle- and upper-class
homes where they speak the generally accepted language of schools have acquired a wide range
of linguistic, cognitive, and cultural patterns that play a vital role in the comprehension and
communication of concepts in school (Gee, 1996). Zwier claims that “these students more easily
acquire the conventions of academic discourse and thinking, which tend to provide them with
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significant advantages in school and workplace setting” (pg. 95). Consequently, it is important
for teachers to understand the way that students in these categories have a system that works for
them. Zwier suggests that as a result, “Many non-native speakers of the school language and
members of non-dominant groups, on the other hand, enter school without a sufficient range of
communication patterns that drive the tasks, texts, and tests in mainstream classrooms'' (pg. 95).
Zwier’s work is important to consider because the author is suggesting that there is inequality in
language development that needs to be addressed in education. Essentially, teachers are
responsible for helping students to learn and negotiate the language of school, and specifically,
their classroom, to mediate these inequities. By establishing literacy skill building and
development through language objectives, students can develop deeper connections in terms of
their learning choices.
Dineen (2009) gives an example of this strategy by claiming that “The articulation of
language objectives has often been a missing component in lesson planning,” and that “teachers
are discovering that establishing clear, student-centered language objectives helps focus their
instruction that allows them to begin their lessons by telling students exactly what they’ll be
learning” (pg. 4). Aligning these language objectives with essential questions through backward
design provides teachers a framework for balancing these ideas successfully. “This is
important,” says Dineen, “because research has shown that students experience greater success
when they know the learning expectations at the onset of lessons” (pg.4). To effectively serve
culturally and linguistically diverse students in public schools, many pedagogical models call for
the integration of content and language instruction. This connects with my philosophy that
academic language and literacy development plays a huge role in learning and needs to be more
recognized as an essential tool for learning. Furthermore, because language develops most
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efficiently through opportunities to practice speaking it, a classroom built on Social
Constructivist principles where students have opportunities to work together and learn with their
peers, is well suited to their success.
Bromley (2004) states that “vocabulary development is important in developing greater
literacy skills and critical thinking,” and that a “large vocabulary is an asset for students” (pg. 2).
Words stand for concepts and are basic units for storing sound (phonemes) and meaning
(morphemes) in memory. Research and theory also tell us that vocabulary knowledge promotes
fluency and those students who can recognize and understand many words, read more quickly
and easily than those with smaller vocabularies (Bromley, 2004, pg. 2). Other research supports
this, demonstrating that fluent reading helps readers to read faster and process material quickly,
improving comprehension for those readers who can do this (Allington, 2001; Samuels, 2002).
Vocabulary knowledge strongly influences comprehension because students with large
vocabularies score higher on achievement tests than students with small vocabularies (Stahl &
Fairbanks, 1986). Words are tools for analyzing, inferring, evaluating and reasoning and a large
vocabulary allows for communicating in ways that are precise, powerful, persuasive and
interesting (Johnson & Pearson, 1984; Vacca & Vacca, 2002). Teaching meaning is important
for not only vocabulary building, but content learning and deeper connection development.
Providing students with solid vocabulary building opportunities can increase their learning of
both academic language and content understanding.
Lindahl and Watkins (2014) give an example of the importance of embedding academic
language into lessons that support content and language instruction by suggesting that “Given the
pivotal role that academic language and literacy development play in school success, it becomes
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imperative that K–12 teachers recognize the academic language demands of school settings” (pg.
198). Beck, McKeown, and Kucan (2013) support this claim by stating that “Vocabulary
includes the variety of content words students need in order to comprehend and express
academic knowledge and information” (pg. 200). By creating lesson plans that focus not only on
my content area, but linguistic development, I can better access student’s critical thinking,
reading, and writing, while supporting their language skills. The more my students are exposed
to higher academic and content literacy, the more they will use and develop those skills in their
daily lives and have success in my classroom.
Another important part of my evidence-based practices is implementing the use of valid
and reliable assessments and rubrics. My teaching style will rely on the use of informal
assessments. Informal assessments provide me the opportunity to monitor and use strategies that
build upon learning and thinking that change over time and that are easily measurable and
adaptable. I want my students to be aware of their growth, how their thinking evolved, and most
importantly, I want to see how my students adapt or change as a result of the classroom learning
environment. One important tool to achieve this is the use of pre-assessment. Pre-assessments
and formative assessments are often described as assessments for learning. Essentially, they help
the teacher plan for better focused or more targeted instruction than would likely occur without
the information about student learning the assessments reveal.
Tomlinson and Moon (2014) suggest the benefits of formative assessments are
“opportunities to use assessment as learning, particularly when students are active participants in
analyzing assessment results in order to create a basis for planning and supporting their own
academic growth” (pg. 8). When assessment becomes a regular part of the learning process
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“students become increasingly skilled at focusing on key learning targets, reflecting on their own
work in regard to those targets, setting goals and timelines for their learning, and providing
meaningful feedback to one another” (Tomlinson & Moon, 2014, pg. 8). The result is likely to
be students who develop or reinforce a growth mindset because they have increasing ability in
developing skill building and can see evidence that working smart and hard leads to success.
My goal for pre-assessment within my classroom is getting to know my students. I need
to know what they know so I can access both their pre-existing academic knowledge and
personal funds of knowledge. This will help me to adapt my lessons to better suit their personal
experiences, culture and motivations. Bransford, Brown, & Cocking (1999) state that “Teachers
can use a variety of practical pre-assessment strategies, including pre-tests of content knowledge,
skills checks, concept maps, drawings, and K-W-L (Know-Want to learn-Learn) charts, a
powerful pre-assessment has the potential to make deeper connections.
Gardner (1991) states that “a sizeable number of students come into school with
misconceptions about subject matter (thinking that a heavier object will drop faster than a lighter
one, for example) and about themselves as learners (assuming that they can't and never will be
able to draw, for example)” (pg. 10). Gardner continues, “If teachers don't identify and confront
these misconceptions, they will persist even in the face of good teaching and to uncover existing
misconceptions” (pg. 11). Gardner suggests that using get to know you activities that allow the
teacher to get to know their students can bridge the gap in creating learning opportunities that are
geared more towards student’s motivations, interests, or home cultures. Classroom assessment
and grading practices have the potential not only to measure and report learning but also to
promote it. Like successful athletic coaches, the best teachers recognize the importance of
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ongoing assessments and continual adjustments on the part of both teacher and student as the
means to achieve maximum performance.
By creating a multi-tool approach in building lessons that focus on skill building,
assessments, academic language development, and content assignments related to student
interests and motivations, the planned curriculum can connect with students in not only a
sheltered instruction model, but also broken down in smaller parts for diverse learners. By using
a differentiated method that evolves based on students' evolution as learners, I can adapt my
instruction to better fit their needs as active learners in the classroom environment. By creating a
classroom culture that focuses on the Socratic method of debate, discussion, analyzing, and
examining, students will have the power of choice when it comes to opportunities for learning.
This method also allows me to hit the required standards in terms of my content area because I
can tie in activities that connect to student’s interests and therefore help students make deeper
learning connections. Not only do I want my students to be trained to be better thinkers, but also
opportunities to become better readers and writers as well.
Critical Thinking Skill Building Through Primary and Secondary Source Analysis
Because of my belief that social constructivism is a viable theory of learning for
informing my own practice and because I believe that language is essential to learning in
schools, my goal for enhancing my specific disciplinary pedagogy is to focus on a classroom that
provides more opportunities for student talk and collaboration. I would like to improve my
teaching in Social Sciences by constructing student learning experiences that use strategies like
the Socratic Method within the Social Sciences framework centering on the study of global
issues, histories, and geography. My goal is to create a classroom culture that focuses less on
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lecture-based instruction, and more on using primary/secondary source analysis activities that
create opportunities for skill building that challenges students to examine critically and
creatively, while building their academic language success and honors the cultural experiences
they bring to the classroom.
This is important for my teaching style because I believe in the sheltered instruction
approach of lesson planning that uses a variety of instructional tools that meet the demands of
diverse learning styles that include activities based on students interpreting and creating visual or
audio representations of learning. I feel that the foundation of a good social studies teacher/class
is to understand that good teaching comes from a deep understanding that the educator is learner
dependent. This means that when we get to know our students’ cultures and how they see the
world, we can create lessons that revolve around their motivations and interests. My plan is to
combine student’s preexisting knowledge using global and geographical studies that focus on
primary and secondary source analysis to develop critical thinking within my lesson content.
Fenstermacher, & Richardson (2000) state that “successful teaching is learningdependent, it is necessary to know whether learning actually occurred, and to what level of
competence or proficiency and that it is necessary to know something about the state of the
learners, the character of the social surround, and the availability and extent of opportunity” (pg.
37). Ravitch (2010) concurs with this statement in emphasizing that for good teaching to take
place we need to first understand our student’s past experiences, home cultures, and potential
biases. Ravitch (2010) states that “We must ensure that every student has the benefit of a
coherent curriculum, one that includes history, literature, geography, civics, and we must attend
to the conditions in which children live, because their ability to attend school and to learn is
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directly influenced by their health and the well-being of their families” (pg. 10). My goal as a
social studies instructor is to focus on teaching students using a multi-tool lesson that builds
upon creative thinking in terms of comparing and contrasting the human relationship between
places, people, or issues in the world, past or present. To become an important person in society,
especially in a Democracy, students need to build upon their critical thinking skills by continuing
to analyze and examine the world around them.
Carano & Berson (2007) state that “Youths in the United States are less geographically
and culturally literate than are youths in many other industrialized countries” (pg. 65). This
source is important for my disciplinary studies because I am passionate about geographic and
cultural studies in terms of teaching students how culture and environment are influenced by
people. Students need to learn about the world around them and the more students learn about
diversity and the planet, the more of a holistic view of the world they will have. As a result,
students will be more open to ideas, perspectives, interpretations, and discussions outside their
cultural bias. The more people understand each other the more likely they are to work together
successfully. I believe that when people are more culturally and geographically literate, the
better critical thinking skills can be developed. By learning about my students’ experiences,
history, and locations, I can bring those experiences into my classroom instruction, and offer
deeper perspectives during informal discussions about topics through the art of storytelling.
Education from a global perspective is important to me because more than ever we live in
a global dependent society. The demographics in the United States are changing in terms of
diversity within our classrooms. We are a multicultural and diverse society with many different
people from many different socio-economic and cultural or ethnic backgrounds. I plan on
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celebrating this diversity in my classroom by offering culturally relevant lessons that offer a
global perspective. Hanvey (2004) states that “Education for a global perspective is that learning
which enhances the individual’s ability to understand his or her condition in the community and
the world and improves the ability to make effective judgments” (pg. 1). Hanvey continues by
discussing the importance of how global studies can influence and connect to the learner.
Hanvey suggests that an educational form of global perspective includes “the study of nations,
cultures, and civilizations, including our own pluralistic society and the societies of other
peoples, with a focus on understanding how these are all interconnected and how they change,
and on the individual's responsibility in this process” (pg. 1). This source is vital to my content
area pedagogy because Hanvey lays out the foundation to how I want to perform as a social
science educator in terms of the style I want my lessons to focus upon that include skill building,
while learning about diversity and culture. Hanvey claims that education for a global perspective
“provides the individual with a realistic perspective on world issues, problems and prospects, and
an awareness of the relationships between an individual’s enlightened self-interest and the
concerns of people elsewhere in the world” (pg.1). These examples are vital to my content
related pedagogy because I believe that the awareness of the relationship between enlightened
self-interest and concerns of the people elsewhere in the world is entirely dependent on education
and experience. Hanvey again reiterates this point by stating that “To know of these alternative
viewpoints is to expand one's repertoire of choice” (pg. 45). This idea backs up the Social
Constructivist theory that we learn by understanding and experiencing others points of view
while evolving our own thinking in response.
Carano (2015) discusses how global perspective teaching can be implemented into a
curriculum that has the ability to complete a number of standards and learning targets within the
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Social Science curriculum framework. Carano states that “as the world becomes increasingly
globalized, the need for geography skills is more important than ever… [and] with the advent of
the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and the National Council for Social Studies’ new C3
Framework (C3F), geography education has an opportunity to find an important niche in the
social studies curricula” (pg. 263). Carano continues by discussing the benefits of geography
education and what opportunities it can provide, by suggesting that geography education “offers
students critical skills to be career and college ready,” and that, “by tying geography education to
CCSS standards and C3F skills, students can increase geography literacy while gaining
mandated skills” (pg. 263). Kennedy (2007) argues “the scale of current economic,
technological, political, and cultural transformations is unprecedented, generating webs of
interconnectivity across societies” (pg. 266). Carano (2015) backs this statement by suggesting
that “geography education can facilitate student engagement and important skills through
authentic-learning experiences” (pg. 276). Kennedy concludes this importance of geography
education and global studies by stating “as people become more interconnected; students need to
gain familiarity with the world around them” (pg. 265-266). Exploring interconnectivity is
important to my instructional choices because this theory backs the idea that the more we can
learn about each other and the world around us, the deeper critical thinking skills are developed
and achieved.
Kahne and Middaugh (2008) discuss the importance of teaching civic literacy early on to
students and how it can have a profound influence on making effective and informed citizens
within a Democracy. They state that “a large body of evidence demonstrates that significant
differences exist between various groups of adults with respect to their engagement and
influence in the political system” (pg. 28). This research suggests that the more people are
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engaged within their community, even in terms of thinking politically within a classroom, there
is potential for higher engagement within their culture or society. Kahne and Middaugh continue
by claiming that “when explaining these differences, most researchers emphasize factors such as
an individual’s income, level of education, and race; they do not consider the role that schools
may play in exacerbating that inequality by providing fewer civic learning opportunities to that
same group of students” (2008, pg. 28). This is important to my content pedagogy goals because
I plan on bridging the gap in terms of bringing together students from multiple racial and socioeconomic backgrounds and allowing them to learn and grow from each other’s learning
experiences. By having open discussions about civics and politics that include lessons on global
issues, students will be able to analyze problems that directly affect societies. By incorporating
civic education into a curriculum that not only focuses on problems domestically, but also
globally, teaching has the potential to grow student’s involvement in their culture and
community, and as result, students will have the opportunity to be more aware of what is
happening in the world.
An important tool for cross cultural and global studies is the use of primary source
analysis. Primary source analysis is important for studying social sciences because it transports
students to a time and place in history. Primary sources help students develop knowledge, skills,
and analytical abilities. When dealing directly with primary sources, students engage in asking
questions, thinking critically, making intelligent inferences, and developing reasoned
explanations and interpretations of events and issues in the past and present. Chick (2007)
discusses the importance of using primary source analysis in developing deeper critical thinking
and learning. Chick (2007) states that “primary sources can stimulate curiosity, promote
historical inquiry, and foster critical thinking” (pg. 2), Chick also discusses that “original
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historical sources encourage students to observe, make inferences, and ask questions, just as
historians do (pg. 2),” and that they humanize history, “which provides human interest and
allows students to analyze the experiences, behavior, thoughts, and feelings of people from the
past” (pg. 3). This is important in developing pre-existing knowledge about a time in history
because “once students have acquired background information on historical events and time
periods, a deeper understanding comes from examining documents that foster comprehension of
how people participated in and reacted to events as they happened” (Chick, 2008, pg. 3). Chick
states that “primary sources are materials such as diaries, oral histories, letters, photographs,
drawings, and maps that were created by people who experienced or witnessed a historical event
that represent moments in history and can provide insight into historical events, time periods,
people, and places (pg. 2).” Primary sources can be a successful tool in teaching because it
allows students to examine and analyze while creating a deeper understanding of content. As
teaching tools, primary sources offer significant enhancements to the usual secondary sources,
such as textbooks or instructional films and can create deeper learning connections for students.
For instruction, I plan on using a wealth of primary and secondary sources to offer my
students firsthand accounts of historical time periods. Letters, songs, videos, political cartoons,
and newspaper clips are important tools to incorporate into lesson plans because they offer
students an access to people’s experiences in history. Because young people today are immersed
in technology more than ever, students have become visually dependent in terms of how they
synthesize and learn information. As a result, I plan on using film and videos as tools for
examining themes in Social Science. Video and film can create opportunities for students to
translate what they see into critical thought and reaction activities. I want to use these visual
resources within my class because it can be used as an outside the box way in teaching
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curriculum. Stoddard (2014) discusses the importance of using films and the benefits of how
analysis can create deeper connections. Stoddard states that “thoughtful teaching of film does
not require a degree from film school, what it does require is the recognition that film is
produced by people and within a particular context that will inevitably influence the perspective
on the event or issue the film portrays” (2014, pg. 222). I think what is most important here is
that film or video can have the power to influence perspective. This is important because
students can change or adapt the way they perceive content.
Stoddard continues by discussing the values of visual media by suggesting that “the most
thoughtful practice takes advantage of the medium of film and its visual and al understanding,
historiographical analysis, and inquiry” (pg. 223). Stoddard suggest that a good teacher can
create good learning using film and media because they “understand the value of the medium as
having a potentially more engaging and motivating effect on student and an affective power to
engage and tell stories combined with pedagogy that asks students to learn difficult concepts or
examine challenging historical or contemporary issues” (pg. 223). This suggests that primary
source analysis within the classroom curriculum combined with careful lesson planning can
create meaningful connections while building skill and examining social issues.
Sperry (2016) discusses the importance of teaching media literacy to students because
media literacy “enables students to apply their analytical and creative capacities to
communicating their own well-reasoned thinking about a topic” (pg. 185). Sperry discusses how
allowing students to show visual representation of learning can create deeper critical thinking
skills. They state that “through the process of researching, planning, constructing, and reflecting
on their own media messages–in video, website, slide show, poster, etc.–teachers can lead
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students through an engaging process of planning inquiries, applying the tools of social studies,
evaluating sources, providing evidence, drawing conclusions and taking action” (pg. 185). The
authors continue by discussing the benefits of media literacy by suggesting that by incorporating
media literacy into social studies curriculum can have tremendous benefits in hitting content
standards that show representations of learning. Sperry suggests that we need to “expand our
classrooms to include the modes of communication that dominate the lives of our students” (pg.
185). Sperry’s research focuses on how doing this empowers the importance of understanding
that students need to develop media literacy skills due to the fact that media and communication
is the tool that dominates their life. Consequently, Sperry believes that “social studies teachers
have the charge of teaching students how to negotiate that dynamic ecology” (pg.185). This is
important in helping young people develop perspective in terms of guiding students in
understanding how to synthesize and research media information.
In conclusion, these tools and concepts back my teaching philosophy of the importance of
creating lessons that center on students’ learning and interpretations about the world around
them, while using primary and secondary source analysis that builds upon developing deeper
critical thinking skills and deeper source examination. By creating a multi tool lesson plan that
uses a sheltered instruction approach in developing literacy, critical thinking and analysis, while
encouraging and embracing media literacy in a digital age, I feel that I can make strong
connections in my social science community/classroom. By embracing and learning about other
people’s culture, histories, environments, home lives, and social issues, we can create
opportunities for students to develop deeper critical thinking and evaluation in problem solving
and adaptation to challenging issues. In chapter three we will look at the research methods I will
use for collecting and analyzing data provided by my students to back my hypothesis
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Chapter 3
Research Methods
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, student
artifacts that include critical thinking, writing, and analysis as a means of data collection. I will
begin with a review of action research principles to establish the foundation for this study’s
method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection that helped
to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will detail my
context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and
trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will
present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that
speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I implanted this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was to create lessons that modeled? the ESOL framework of
implementing literacy development and skill building through critical thinking and writing
through the use of sheltered instruction and scaffolding. Specifically, I examined if my student’s
thinking skills and literacy would change or improve over time based on assignments,
assessments, discussions and debates. With the belief that students make deeper learning
connections through informal conversations, or storytelling, I conducted research with the
concept of implementing the use of Social Constructivism within my classroom curriculum.
This method, combined with the Socratic method of teaching that centers on students analyzing,
examining, discussing, and debating ideas or issues within current and historical events. The
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purpose of these activities was to focus on primary and secondary source analysis and
examination, while developing literacy and critical thinking skills to argue that students take preexisting knowledge and make new connections based on learning from the experiences from
others' culture and diversity. By learning about the experiences of others, then we are open to
new learning connections. My overarching question for conducting research was to prove that I
could improve students' critical thinking, writing, or offer them a different perspective that
changed their pre-existing thinking and therefore make new learning connections through
learning and thinking about the issues in their society.
This focus aligned with the following INTASC Standards for teacher professional
development. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with INTASC
Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My purpose of this
study was to develop the following skills and INTASC standards: Learner Development,
Learning Differences, Learning Environments, and Content Knowledge. Also, the study aimed
to build INTASC standards that included Planning for Instruction and Instructional Strategies
that relied on the importance of teacher planning instruction that supports every student in
meeting rigorous learning goals that draws upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, crossdisciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well as knowledge of learners and the community context.
Also, this project uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage learners to develop a deep
understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in
meaningful ways.
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The research questions (s) for this study are:
1.

Does implementing academic language and literacy development into my lessons

improve student writing and critical thinking? What I hoped from learning from these questions
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is to prove that implementing literacy development through critical thinking and academic
language skill building can create deeper learning connections. To build these skills my research
will show that my use of sheltered instruction and scaffolding within my lesson plans will create
opportunities for students to develop complex thinking skills and learning connections across
multiple content areas. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to test the theory
that I can develop students' reading, writing, and thinking skills, while meeting my content area’s
learning targets and standards.
2.

My second research question is can teaching for cultural equity, equality, and diversity

through student-led discussions that center on the Socratic Method of teaching that relies on the
use of informal conversation and storytelling in order to guide deeper learning connections,
creates deeper learning connections, or change student’s perspectives? What I want to learn
from this study is by using the model of Social Constructivism, will my students' thinking
change based on learning about the perspectives, cultures, or experiences of their peers or case
studies. Data gathered from this question was used to validate the concept developed by Lev
Vygotsky for which he states that learning takes place when “every function in the child’s
cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level, and later, on the individual level;
first, between people, and then, inside the child.” Meaning that the more we discuss and learn
about others, our perspectives change, and therefore, how we might make our future choices.
My goal is to compare and contrast students' thinking from the start of the quarter and to the end,
and see if it has been influenced or changed by my class content or their peers' experiences.
3.

My third research question centers around the concept of incorporating lessons that focus

on primary source and secondary source examination and analysis, that center on students
building critical thinking and researching skills. What I hope to learn from this research question
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is does primary and secondary source research and analysis skill building impact critical
thinking, literacy, and writing. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to describe
how students can develop deeper critical thinking skills through breaking down multiple primary
and secondary sources. These sources would be presented in a method that allows students from
multiple diverse learning backgrounds to be engaged. For example, activities and assessments
will be centered on student’s interests, and motivations, and use a variety of audio and visual
stimuli. The data collected here will show that students were able to create deeper skill building
and connections through activities that centered on social studies standards of critical thinking
and analysis of primary and secondary source material.
INTASC Standards
The Interstate New Teachers Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC) was
established to provide support to new teachers and raise the levels of learning in the U. S.
classrooms. To reach these goals, ten standards were created. Each standard requires teachers to
possess and use essential knowledge required to meet these goals. INTASC was created to give
support to new teachers, helping them improve learning in our schools. The purpose of this
study was to develop the following skills and INTASC standards: Learner Development,
Learning Differences, Learning Environments, and Content Knowledge. Also, the study aimed
to build INTASC standards that included Planning for Instruction and Instructional Strategies
that relied on the importance of teacher planning instruction that supports every student in
meeting rigorous learning goals that draws upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, crossdisciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well as knowledge of learners and the community context.
Also, this project uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage learners to develop a deep
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understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in
meaningful ways.
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study. Action Research is a method of systematic
enquiry that teachers undertake as researchers of their own practice. The goal of Action Research
is to draw on the findings of other researchers to help develop actions and interpret the
consequences. As an action researcher, or teacher-researcher, you will generate research while
enquiring into your practice. Another goal of Action Research is creating the habit of inquiry that
can become an ongoing commitment to learning and developing as a practitioner. As a teacherresearcher you assume the responsibility for being the agent and source of change. As your
students evolve and grow, so does the teacher. By collecting data that backs up education
science and theory, educators can use Action Research in creating a system for which
educational choices and learning decisions are backed by data acquisition that include student
interests, motivations, culture, and diversity.
The ways in which action research has helped me as an educator is the concept of never
stopping learning about your students and yourself. Find ways in which you can think “outside
the box” when creating lessons and curriculum. Most importantly, this Action Research project
taught me that I could connect with what I felt in my heart in how I can reach my students, and
backed those educational values and theories, by educational science, data, and research. Action
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Research also taught me the value of creating feedback, being flexible, and adapting learning
based on my student’s needs, interests, and motivations.
The research articles that I compiled for this Action Research Project not only discuss the
importance of creating a classroom that embraces culture, community, and diversity, but how
those values, combined with a Socratic Method of teaching that focuses on critical thinking,
debate, and discussion, can build deeper learning connections. By combining activities that
center on developing research analysis skills and complex language building, research also
shows that in the mold of ELA tools such as Sheltered Instruction, and Scaffolding that literacy
development can occur across multiple content areas. This means that not only can I provide
deeper critical thinking within social studies content and learning standards. These learning
opportunities and activities look to build upon students' pre-existing knowledge, and combine
new learning with their experiences or learning environment.
Educational action research can be engaged in by a single teacher, by a group of
colleagues who share an interest in a common problem, or by the entire faculty of a school.
Action research usually involves the same seven-step process. These seven steps become a base
foundation for the cycle of an inquiring teacher. Action Research is conducted by the following
steps: First, selecting a focus, then clarifying theories, or identifying the values, beliefs, and
theoretical perspectives the researchers hold relating to their focus. The third step is to then
identify research questions once a focus area has been selected and the researcher's perspectives
and beliefs about that focus have been clarified, the next step is to generate a set of personally
meaningful research questions to guide the inquiry. Once a meaningful question is sustained the
next two steps are collecting data, and analyzing data. These steps include teacher researchers
methodically sorting, sifting, ranking, and examining their data to answer their research
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questions. Then, after taking in their data researchers then must report their results, for which
this usually takes place in an informal setting. Finally, taking informed action, or “action
planning, “is the last step in the action research process. Teaching can be classified as trial and
error, action researchers, using action planning, or informed action, use the data collections and
research processes that look to liberate educators from continuously repeating their past
mistakes. More important, with each refinement of practice, action researchers gain valid and
reliable data on their developing growth as a lifetime learner.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provides answers
pertinent to the research questions. Furthermore, because I was studying my own practice while I
was in the middle of said practice, I was able to focus on data in connection to my research
questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my questions.
These emergent data pieces were included as part of the study as they had relevance to my
research questions. Because my research questions focus on student critical thinking, reading
and writing, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my practice and
the interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I chose to collect
are described next.
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Pre-Test Assessment
My pretest assessment assignment was assigned to all students at the start of the quarter.
The assignment had a list of “get to know'' questions. What’s their Name? Where does your
family come from/what is your culture or heritage? Do you speak any other languages? What do
you think is the most important social issue in America today and why? What is the biggest issue
in American today and how can we fix it? Because I am teaching an American Government
class, my focus for this pre assessment assignment is to collect data on what my student’s
interests, motivations, culture, and diversity are. This gives me information on who my students
are, what they want to learn, what they find important right now in terms of government, politics,
and social issues. Finally, this helps build a classroom that is inclusive to all cultures and people
of diversity.

For example, if I have a student who comes from a different country, I can use my

pre assessment assignment to create informal conversations in comparing and contrasting how
their country and America’s form of government compares or differs. These assessments create
opportunities for not only me to get to know my students, but also for me to create informal
conversations about their motivations, or interests.
By learning about my students' pre-existing knowledge, I can connect with students on a
deeper level by finding ways to tie those interests into my content. Then, I will use this data at
the end of the quarter to compare and contrast students' thinking in terms of if their ideas or
values have changed based on what they learned in my class or learned from their peers. I will
use this data in showing that students can make deeper learning connections through the theory
of Social Constructionism. Social constructionists believe in the guiding principles. Knowledge
is socially constructed, language is central to social construction, and knowledge construction is
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politically-driven. Social constructionists believe that knowledge arises out of human
relationships. I plan to use this pre assessment assignment in creating a classroom environment
that embraces the social constructivism view of how deeper learning can occur.
Critical Thinking Writing Analysis Workshop and Activities
My Action Research projects aim to build literacy critical thinking writing and reflecting
skills through primary and secondary source analysis. For my data collection here I collected
student writing samples that centered on building critical thinking skills through primary and
secondary source analysis. At the start of the quarter, I assigned detailed sentence frames and
complex academic and content related vocabulary to be implemented into student’s critical
thinking analysis writing assignments. Each week, I would model writing less, or offer less
detailed instructions within the weekly assignment to show that students would improve writing
and literacy skills throughout the quarter by continuing building upon their learning connections
from prior weeks into their writing. For example, in week two if I assigned students to analyze
and examine a secondary source video and write about it, by the time week six came along,
students would already be able to implement those complex Academic language vocabularies
into their writing regularly.
This data collection connects with my goals for Action Research because this
assignment’s data collection shows representations of learning for which a multi-tool approach
of using scaffolding and sheltered instruction can develop not only deeper critical thinking skills,
but also literacy development. This is important to me because I feel that being able to read,
think, synthesize, and then create new learning connections through discussion, debate, or short
argumentative essay writing allows students to connect deeper to content, while learning
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something new about themselves and the world around them. I use these assignments and
activities to challenge students' pre-existing knowledge, and to engage and to react to topics,
questions, opinions, or events that may be affecting their culture, community, or society. My
goal here is that if I have students connect assignments and critical thinking and argumentative
writing to topics that they have motivations, or interests in. At the end of the quarter, I will
compare and contrast students' weekly writing assignments to show that literacy development
and skill building through primary and secondary source analysis had impacts on students'
critical thinking, reading, and writing skills.
Post-Test Assessment/Feedback
The post-test assessment assignment will be given to students at the end of the nine-week
quarter. In it, the following questions will be answered. First, did your thinking change based
on any of the assignments or activities learned in class? Name three things you learned in class?
Name something you learned from your peer? Did your thinking or views change as a result of
any discussions or debates in class? Did a peer change your thinking? Which skill (literacy or
critical thinking) do you think you most improved in and why? What Academic language or
complex vocabulary did you learn? Finally, do you think you improved as a thinker or writer?
Here, my data will center on student feedback in comparing and contrasting their growth as a
result of my class. Students will answer if their primary source and secondary source analysis,
skill building, literacy development, and use of complex academic vocabulary and language had
an impact in building their critical thinking and writing. Also, feedback questions will be
centered around if Social Constructivism had an impact on creating deeper student learning
connections or change in perspective/thinking. This data will be used in arguing that creating a
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classroom that centers on learning and accepting culture and diversity can have an impact on
students' learning.
Context of the Study
The location of my action research is a large high school in the Willamette Valley,
Salem, Oregon. Serving grades 9-12. We are currently online distance teaching about 2,000
students who are split into two cohorts. The average class size is about 18-20 students and each
cohort is split into opposite days of instruction and applied learning days. For example, one
cohort has direct online instruction on Tuesday and Thursdays, with applied learning days on
Wednesday and Fridays. Applied learning days include working on homework assignments,
doing frontloading activities, or getting caught up on past work/note taking. The other cohort
has the same type of schedule, but with direct instruction over zoom on Wednesdays and
Fridays, and applied learning days Tuesdays and Thursdays. Students have Mondays off. This
day is reserved for teacher prep that includes setting up the week’s lesson plans, staff meetings,
and PLC collaboration. Our teaching schedule is teaching two American Government classes,
2nd and 3rd periods, and one 20th century II American History 1st period. We rely on a block
schedule, where we teach the same content the next day. For example, we teach 20th century II
on Tuesday morning first period, and repeat the same lesson the next day on Wednesday. We
have the same routine for our two American Government classes, 2nd and 3rd period.
The classroom setting is a mix of at school instruction and at home instruction. My
mentor teacher and I meet on Mondays at the high school to discuss the week’s objectives and
discuss and debate current event assignments for our government class. I observe and interact in
three class meetings a day over Zoom. I currently have taken over 3rd period American
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Government on Wednesdays and Fridays, for which I teach the class on my own, while my
mentor teacher monitors and gives feedback. We currently have two students on IEPs that offer
extra time considerations, and all materials to be sent home in a zip drive for access. We
currently have 1 Ell’s student, who occasionally needs complex vocabulary and academic
language definitions. Our PLC team consists of six teachers, who meet every Monday and
discuss challenges and solutions in helping students be more interactive during Zoom meetings,
and how we are pacing wise with content. Because we are distanced from learning, at the
beginning of the year we had to re-create the curriculum that relied on a nine-week term which
has caused us to cut content in half. As a result, I was a part of developing lesson plans,
activities, assessments, and assignments related to building a new class structure. Our PLC
group decided that because of the term time restriction only being nine weeks, we decided to rely
heavily on skill building and less on content connections. This has created a class structure that
relies less on students assessing and memorizing with content and more on synthesizing and
reacting.
Our classroom demographics consist of sophomores and juniors, who are culturally and
economically diverse. Our female to male ratio is 65% to 35% in favor of women. Students are
diverse in ethnic backgrounds, socio-economic situations, and gender/sex orientations. Class
activities include discussions of current events, political debates that include interpreting the
American form of Government, Civil Rights Movements, and Amendments in the Constitution.
American Government class focuses on primary Source analysis of Supreme Court cases
interpreting freedoms protected under the Constitution that students examine and analyze weekly
while meeting learning targets that focus on students learning about how the American system of
Government was created and how each piece works. Our 20th century II class focuses on
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comparing and contrasting Civil Rights movements from the 1950’s,60’s,70’,80’s to current
social issues and organizations fighting for equality in America.
Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher. I have been in the classroom planning since MidAugust of 2020. I work full time teaching, I am present at every zoom meeting, and I help in
designing our Canvas online page that students access for their school work and assignments.
My mentor teacher, who retired last year after 32 years of teaching, decided to continue to teach
on a year-by-year basis. We have a close relationship because, in fact, he was my social studies
teacher when I was high school twenty years ago. Also, he was my high school football coach,
and one of the most influential mentors I have had in my life. I currently coach football at the
high school that I teach at, and have been on his staff as an assistant for seven years. My mentor
teacher is the head football coach at the high school we teach at and is a respected and important
figure in the community.
I currently help teach two classes, American Government and 20th century II American
History. My mentor teacher is a graduate from the University of Stanford with a degree in
history and has a wealth of experiences and knowledge to add to his content and teaching. Being
in class with him has been the equivalent of taking a college level history class, because I am
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constantly learning new information. My mentor teacher relies on a lecture-based instruction
that involves group discussions, primary source analysis, and storytelling through informal
conversations. Because my mentor teacher has a lifetime of teaching experiences, and
knowledge, he is able to talk to kids as if he was a family member just telling stories. His story
telling connects with kids in synthesizing information and content because he engages and
challenges their thinking about social, political, and historical issues.
My style of teaching prefers to rely less on content memorization and more on skill
building through a sheltered instruction approach that relies less on lecturing and more on
student group engagement and collaboration. Due to distance learning restrictions, I have
reverted to my mentor teacher’s teaching style, relying on lecture, group guided questions and
problem solving of social issues through analysis and examination. At first, I struggled with this
style because I didn’t have enough content area knowledge to back up 85 minutes of lecture. I
have since adapted by learning the art of asking guiding questions during lectures, prepping hard
by researching content before I teach, and heavy note taking while I observe. Each time I teach I
improve and feel more comfortable every day.
How I Studied My Teaching
The research questions investigated are: Can literacy development within content that
uses complex academic language and vocabulary definitions, combined with literacy skill
building using a sheltered instruction approach improve student critical thinking and literacy?
Second, can teaching for cultural diversity by having students teach each other about their home
cultures, experiences, while incorporating lessons about global issues, create deeper learning
connections, or change student’s perspectives? Finally, by incorporating lessons that focus on
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primary source analysis, can students create deeper skill building in terms of analyzing and
examining multiple sources on a consistent basis? To answer these questions, my study will take
place during a nine-week period that will start from day one of the student's class at the
beginning of the term, and conclude at the end of the nine-week term. For my first research
question, I will create the motivation/hook portion of my lessons by presenting students not only
the essential question for the day’s lesson, but also academic language that will be used in the
lesson including complex vocabulary that needs to be defined. I will also have a language
objective for that day, and an activity or exit ticket that allows informal assessments of student’s
critical thinking of the day’s lesson by requiring students to write and react using guided and
modeled sentence frames. They will be assigned academic language to use within the short
paragraph and will be required to use a complex term or vocabulary within their writing. The
purpose here is to develop student’s literacy through content by having them engage in higher
level writing and thinking. The sentence frames, language objective, and complex language will
support students to develop literacy skills, while making deeper connections to content. I will
collect student’s responses daily/weekly, and then towards the end of the term I will hand
students back their responses to compare and contrast literacy development. Also, I will ask
students the same questions to respond to at different times of the term to assess how their
writing skills have improved, and if their thinking has evolved over time. This research method
will help me determine that I can create literacy skill building within my content area that shows
student progression. Most of all, I will be checking to see if students start using academic
language or complex vocabulary in their work or free writing.
My second research question, which asks can teaching for cultural diversity change how
students think overtime and make deeper connections? My goal is to create lessons that allow
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students to work collaboratively, or independently, that gives the students the opportunities to
teach each other about their experiences and home cultures. Because my students come from
diverse backgrounds, I want to incorporate lessons that allow them to be more culturally aware
and open to diversity. I believe that the more we learn about each other, the more we are open to
experiences around us and therefore, open to change.
My third and final research question will center on the idea of incorporating primary
source analysis that uses a variety of media to stimulate diverse learners in creating deeper
connections to content and skill building. Because we live in a digital age, the access to primary
sources is in abundance. These tools, used in an instructional setting, can have a profound effect
on learning connections. Pictures, videos, music, books, films, all can have value within the
classroom in analyzing and examining social issues and history. For this research, I will
implement primary source analysis activities each week that help students from diverse learning
backgrounds have the ability to connect to content deeper. I will incorporate videos, music,
pictures, film clips, newspaper articles, quotes, and book passages for students to analyze and
examine. Each week students will be assigned a primary source analysis writing assignment
where students will examine and answer questions related to a primary source. The data
collected for this research will focus on how students' writing and critical thinking is developed
over the term. I will offer sentence frames, guided and modeled writing workshops, and assign
complex academic language and vocabulary.
By the end of the term, I will show that students' critical thinking skills have improved
over time by how well students perform primary source recognition and analysis. I will have
students take a short survey at the end of class asking feedback questions to see if primary source
analysis had an impact in deeper learning connections and the impact of researching and
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analyzing multiple secondary and primary sources had towards learning. I want to see if my
student’s awareness changes in terms of asking the right questions, and finding limitations to
what they see or read. Who made it? What are the biases or messages? What’s the other side
say? And finally, what do you think?
In conclusion, my research questions have three different focuses but fall under the same
umbrella of developing critical thinking, writing, reading, and analysis. These research tools
would work well in complementing each other within a classroom setting that focuses on a multi
tool approach to literacy development, critical thinking, teaching for culture and diversity, and
finally skill building through primary and secondary source analysis. I think these research
questions were important to study because by creating a classroom curriculum that focuses on a
sheltered instruction approach to learning, and include progressions on how to learn and develop
skills that synthesize, react, and create products of learning. The next chapter presents data I
collected in my pursuit of answering these research questions.
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Chapter Four
Presentation and Discussion of Research Findings
Overview
This chapter presents the findings of this Action Research Project and discusses the data
collection process, as well as the analysis of the data presented. The data collected was
intentionally processed through the lens of the three research questions that are being addressed:
1. Does implementing academic language and literacy development into my lessons improve
student writing and critical thinking? 2. Can teaching for cultural equity, equality, and diversity
through student-led discussions that center on the Socratic Method of teaching that relies on the
use of informal conversations and storytelling guide deeper learning connections, and change
student’s perspectives? 3. Do lessons that focus on primary and secondary source examination
and analysis help students build critical thinking and/or researching skills? Because the data is
organized by type, the questions are examined out of sequence. Additionally, because action
research is about me as a teacher, data collected is from my analysis of my own teaching and
assignments given to students.
First Data Source: Critical Thinking Writing Assignments Centered on Primary and
Secondary Source Research, Analysis, and Examination
Does implementing academic language and literacy developments into my lessons
improve student writing and critical thinking? To answer action research question #1, I have
compiled examples of how my primary and secondary source analysis critical thinking writing
assignments support good teaching and learning in terms of literacy development through the use
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of academic language skill building. Students researched a primary or secondary source that was
related to the unit. Students were assigned complex vocabulary from the unit and an Academic
language function to insert into their writing. The data collected for this activity also shows how
incorporating language development tools such as scaffolding and sheltered instruction
influenced how I created my assignments, content/discussions, and lesson plans.
Data analysis of embedding literacy development into daily lesson plans though complex
vocabulary and academic language use showed interesting findings. To start, the unit workbook
assigned to students had a list of Academic Language functions that the students would skill
build. For unit one, the following academic language would be modeled, defined, and
synthesized. For this unit I selected: Compare, Contrast, Analyze, Evaluate, Discuss, and
Determine. Through lectures, discussions, debates, activities, and assignments students built
these skills during their critical thinking and writing assignments. My plan was to build literacy
into my lessons using the framework of sheltered instruction and scaffolding. These methods are
core principles in teaching second English language students, and I believe that these concepts
are successful tools to be embedded into the curriculum despite any content area. By chunking,
or breaking down complex language into smaller parts, I was able to guide students to use deeper
critical thinking while building reading, writing, and researching skills.
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Figure 1 (Unit Book #1)
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For our first literacy assignment, students were assigned to watch a video that discusses
the debate between Federalist and Anti-Federalist during the formation of the United States
Constitution. In the assignment, students were modeled on how to break down the video and
answer the following question. Are you a Federalist or an Anti-Federalist? Compare and
contrast these political theories by watching the video and keep this question in mind. Do you
think that power should be held by a strong central government or should power be left up to the
individual states? Write a paragraph that compares and contrasts Federalist vs. Anti-Federalist
views and where you feel the power of government should lie today? Should power and
legislation be left up to the state governments? Or should power be centralized to the Federal
Government over the states? Then, I had students write by having them decide by giving
examples of the benefits or consequences of each. I assigned the students writing for which it
needed to include 1-2 vocabulary terms, and an Academic language function to receive full
credit. Students were then given a detailed sentence frame to guide writing.
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Figure 2 (Secondary Source Critical Thinking Analysis #1)

The reason for this assignment connects to the unit we covered, Foundations of American
Government. This assignment is also a pre-assessment activity and helped me find out where my
students stood politically, and culturally. Because Federalist and Anti-Federalist values could be
comparable to two dominant political parties in American Government, Republicans and
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Democrats, or Liberal and Conservative, this critical thinking analysis of a secondary source also
imbeds complex language and literacy development within the lesson. For full credit, students
were assigned to use an Academic Language function either from the workbook or the
assignment itself. For this assignment, students were modeled to compare and contrast political
theories of Anti-Federalist versus Federalist views. Also, students determined which governing
body should have the most power and answer should the state or the federal governments have
more control. Also, to receive full credit, students were assigned to add a vocabulary term from
our unit workbook in their analysis. In terms of content, students were graded on analyzing,
evaluating and/or synthesizing relevant information to form and argument or to reach a
conclusion supported with evidence. Students were graded on a scale of 1-5
Figure 3 (Rubric)

Students who were successful were able to easily use the sentence frames and plug in
information to make valid arguments, while analyzing and examining the source. Students also
produced valid arguments and conclusions with supporting details. This was my first assignment
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that I created on my own and so I was actually surprised about how well the students did. For
the most part, students' responses were detailed, had complex vocabulary, and an academic
language function meeting all requirements on the rubrics. Where most students lost points is by
not incorporating their academic language function (compare and contrasting) into their writing
or missed implementing a unit term. In terms of offering arguments, examining, analyzing, and
synthesizing information, student responses were mostly clear and concise. Students who
struggled often did not incorporate sentence frames into their writing.
As you can see in figure 2, this assignment used sheltered instruction techniques such as
bold print, highlighted important concepts or vocabulary, and clearly states the academic
language function that is to be used. What was most surprising about this writing assignment is
how much students' grades were affected when sheltered instructions techniques were not
utilized by the students. Students who did not use an academic language function in their
writing, and the sentence frame sometimes struggled. This writing assignment would show me
that I would have to spend more time each lesson front loading and defining complex vocabulary
and academic language. What I found is that I needed to show student examples of a good
examination of a secondary source that utilizes the techniques we were using to develop literacy
and critical thinking. What I found to be the most successful of the tools used to support literacy
development is sentence frames. Students were able to plug in information as needed and it
really helped students in breaking down this secondary source.
In the second unit (figure 4), I decided to take more time in developing academic
language, literacy, and critical thinking skills by carving out time each lesson to model how to
write a primary and secondary source analysis using a progressive style method. In figure 4, you
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can see that for every lesson I created strategies and opportunities for supporting academic
language by defending and modeling it at the start of class to frontload objectives for the lesson.
I usually did this by writing down the academic language objective to review for that day. These
breakdowns were during the motivation/hook portion of the lesson where I would bring up some
sort of current event to discuss, where I would ask students, open-ended questions related to
current political, social, and global events. This would create informal topics related to students
interests that I would then use to break down to help guide students thinking in terms of how to
critically think and write their own analysis of primary and secondary source material.

Figure 4 (Lesson Plan Unit 2)
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To further guide student learning, I used student examples to model and guide students
who were struggling by scaffolding piece by piece how to construct a written argument. For our
secondary source examination in unit 2, I decided that based on the responses on my pre
assessment activities. I thought it would bet to implement a critical thinking literacy
development activity centered around the secondary source analysis on the discussion of gay
marriage. This discussion tied into our class content because our overarching question for the
quarter was for students to consider what they believe in, in terms of how much they think the
government should have power in people's lives? Also, students needed to reflect on who should
have the power in deciding who a citizen can marry? The states or the Federal government? The
14th amendment and the equal protection clause are important citizens’ rights for Americans
living under the United States government. This created a great opportunity to create a cross
content lesson that used secondary source analysis, literacy development, and critical thinking
skill building, while hitting content curriculum standards and learning targets.
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Figure 5 (Secondary Source Analysis #2 gay marriage)
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As you can see in figure 5, I listed more academic language functions for students to be
able to use in their writing. During instruction I modeled and frontloaded academic language
each lesson, and spent time modeling student examples. As a result, my student achievement
rose drastically. Not only did more students utilize the sheltered instruction tools, but also
scaffolding and chunking the workshops into smaller bits but with big ideas in mind really had
an impact on students' work. Again, some students who didn't use the tools struggled, but almost
everyone was able to improve in their quality of writing. More students use academic language
in their writing as well. Part of me thinks that it was the assignment content being that it had
something to do with relatable topics according to student responses during pre-assessment.
Therefore, students were able to use their prior knowledge when creating new learning, and thus,
build higher level achievement. But what excites me is the detailed student responses, their use
of complex language with limited scaffolding, and the content of their writing without sheltered
instruction tools such as sentence frames in their final analysis.
To compare our last critical thinking writing workshop data, I decided to select our
primary source analysis activity where students were assigned to research newspaper articles on
a website that related to government and politics a hundred years ago. The website
https://oregonnews.uoregon.edu/search/advanced/, is a digital collection of newspapers all across
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Oregon from 1850 to the present. Students can use the search engine in looking up any topic of
their choosing. For this assignment, students were tasked with using a unit term to research in
the search engine. Then, students selected a primary source newspaper that was related to social
issues, government, or politics. Students then would break down the document by answering a
set of questions to analyze and examine the document. In their writing, students were tasked to
compare and contrast politics and government from 100 years ago to today by analyzing primary
source newspaper articles.
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Figure 6 (Primary Source Analysis)

In this assignment (Figure 6), less sheltered instruction, scaffolding tools, and strategies
were employed in the lesson for the purpose of offering limited literacy and language support.
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The purpose was to collect data in the expectation that by the end of the quarter, my students
would be trained through scaffolding and sheltered instruction literacy development tools
through the use of academic language skill building would to be more likely to implement
academic language, complex vocabulary, and offer valid and reliable arguments in examining
and analyzing primary and secondary source documents. Data collected here showed me that
with limited language and literacy supports less students graded at proficient or higher in their
writing. Where students struggled for our final assignment is that without sheltered instruction
strategies such as modeling complex language, having guided sentence frames, academic and
vocabulary requirements, students struggled in formulating their arguments with supporting
details.
Because the assignment didn’t have a road map for this student to follow, their critical
thinking, writing, and literacy skills have decreased. This example argues that sheltered
instruction, scaffolding, and implementing literacy development tools into lesson content can
have an extreme impact on a student's ability to break down secondary and primary sources.
This assignment didn’t list expectations for adding academic language, complex vocabulary or
how to write a response using a sentence frame. As a result, I saw an increase in student
achievement in terms of proficiency on these assignments. More importantly, this example
proves that literacy development has the ability to have roots across all content areas in the
general education classroom.
Deeper Findings
A result of the data also provided interesting conclusions. Even though my students were
less proficient overall in the second assignment, what I did find is that I had multiple students
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produce outstanding work in terms of their final critical thinking analysis writing activity. What
I found is that I was more successful than previously anticipated. The final critical thinking
analysis assignment offered very limited scaffolding and sheltered instruction but I had more
student achievement in terms of making deeper connections and using academic language in
their writing. As a result, my students not only excelled in achieving social studies standards and
learning targets, but my students also successfully implemented literacy development into their
products of learning by showing the ability to make deeper connections from skills learned by
frontloading language and literacy development into lessons.
Conclusions from Data Source 1
In answering the question does implementing academic language and literacy
development into my lessons improve student writing and critical thinking? My findings were
that with limited language scaffolding, and sheltered instruction, students were less proficient as
a whole. What I did learn is that because I spent time planning and implementing sheltered
instruction and scaffolding techniques in teaching literacy and academic language development,
students who usually scored proficient, were scoring at well above proficient by the end of the
quarter. I found that the more students practiced their critical thinking skills through literacy
development, that the more detailed and cohesive their writing became. Also, my emerging
proficient students also increased dramatically. By the end of the quarter only a small percent of
my students scored less than proficient in their critical writing assignments. These examples
show that literacy development within lessons that uses scaffolding and sheltered instruction, do
build student critical thinking and writing skills.
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Second Data Source: Pre-Assessment
To answer question #2, can teaching for cultural equity, equality, and diversity through
student-led discussions that center on the Socratic Method of teaching that relies on the use of
informal conversation and storytelling guide deeper learning connections? I selected assignments
that collect data on a student's culture, language needs, home lives, motivations, and/or interests,
through a written pre-assessment activity. Students filled out and answered questions about who
they are, values wise, their family, and where they stand when it comes to thinking about issues
related to government, politics. Most importantly, this pre-assessment assignment allowed me to
get to know my students by asking them what they wanted to learn, and what social issues were
the most important in American at that time.
Pre-Assessment is a tool that can be used in the classroom that is often overlooked. Preassessments use data to inform my teaching practices and can help an educator determine what
their students know before starting a unit. Pre-assessments can be used to easily differentiate
content, address common misconceptions, and guide students to activate prior knowledge. These
funds of knowledge were important to consider because they provided me opportunities in which
I can connect deeper with my students and their community. I used the pre-assessment
assignment as a resource in creating culturally inclusive classwork and lessons. Also, by getting
to know my students more I was able to create deeper peer to peer connections by creating a
learning environment that allowed collaboration.
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Figure 7 (Pre-Test Assessment)

To collect data on learning about my student’s background, interests, culture,
motivations, and prior knowledge to support learning opportunities using the Social
Constructivism theory, I had students respond to a variety of questions related to who they were.
What hobbies did they have? Most importantly, I wanted to get to know how students thought by
learning about what issues they were passionate about or how they stood socially/politically.
This allowed me to gauge how my students viewed the world, what cultural values they may
have, and what they want to learn about. This assessment also allowed me to get to know my
student’s motivations and interests.
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The first question of the pre-assessment, who are you? Allowed me to know the students
name, their pronouns, or maybe who they identify as gender wise. This question was important
because it allowed me to put a name to my students' faces. Also, this allowed me to gage the
demographics of my class in terms of ELLs or students of diverse learning backgrounds. As a
result of question number #1 on this pre-assessment I was able to identify the diversity within my
classroom and therefore my thinking and lesson planning began to change. I realized that I had
diversity in how students identified themselves gender wise. These made me start to think that
maybe I should incorporate some culturally related material to build upon my students' prior
knowledge, for which they will be motivated to learn and make deeper connections. I thought
that I could conduct a secondary source analysis writing workshop that students would analyze
and examine a website that discuss the 2015 Supreme Court ruling that same sex marriage was
legal and a protected citizen right and protected under the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th
Amendment in the United States Constitution. Because we have a unit that covers the Equal
Protection Clause, I started to think that I could create an assignment that not only would build
critical thinking and literacy through secondary source analysis, but I would also be including
content that was teaching for cultural equity, equality, and diversity.

Figure 8 (Lesson Plan Example)
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Another example of how the pre-assessment affirmed my evolving my content to better
fit my students' cultural and diverse backgrounds is students' response to what they believed
when it came to government and politics. Also, students were asked what issues they thought
were most important right now and why? Followed by a list of current issues such as COVID19, Healthcare, Civil Rights, BLM, LBQT, Climate Change, and Education ETC, student
responses actually surprised me. What I learned from this question is the majority of students
believed in civil rights, BLM, and LBQT rights. This further guided my decision to include
cultural and diverse assignments into my lesson that centered on the discussion of LBQT rights
under the equal protection clause. Also, to even pre-assess my students even further, I tied the
discussion of should the Government decide who gets married, or should it be up to the
individual states, into the assignment because these questions guided their thinking when it came
to the overarching thesis question of my government class which was “How much government
do you think should be your lives?” Some students' responses would show more of a Democratic
side and some on the Republican side.

Figure 9 (Secondary Source Analysis Gay Marriage)
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Conclusions from Data Source 2
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In conclusion, pre-assessment data collection was an important tool for me to learn about
my students in order to create content with lessons that centered on cultural, equity, equality, and
diversity student-led discussions that center on the Socratic Method of discussion and debate. As
a result, when creating assignments, I would try to select concepts and current events that were
relevant and relatable to the students. This way, students were able to connect the content deeper
while evolving their thinking from the thoughts and ideas of others. Thus, creating a diverse and
culturally inclusive classroom that relies on the Social Constructivism learning of we all learn
and grow from each other.
Third Data Source: Post Test Assessment
To examine the final question of this action research, do lessons that focus on primary
and secondary source examination and analysis help students build critical thinking and/or
researching skills? The data collected from this assessment was in the form of students
answering feedback questions regarding how the class went at the end of the research cycle. The
questions were as follows (Figure 10): Name three things they learned? Did their thinking about
government and politics change? Did they learn from others? What skills do they enjoy using or
improve on the most? Did their thinking change as a result of other student’s thoughts, opinions,
and ideas? The purpose of the data collected here was to back the research conducted during this
action research project suggesting that by creating culturally relevant pedagogy that centers on
students using primary and secondary source skill building, in the hope that students will become
better critical thinkers and researchers. The post assessment feedback also backed my belief in
the learning theory developed by post-revolutionary Soviet psychologist Lev Vygotsky of Social
Constructivism. Social Constructivism teaches that all knowledge develops as a result of social
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interaction and language use, and is therefore a shared, rather than an individual, experience.
This means that teachers should allow their students to come up with their own questions, make
their own theories, and test them for viability.
Figure 10 (Post Feedback)

The student responses showed me a direct correlation between students' ability to make
deeper connections based on learning about peers and their culture or diversity. This data also
helped me reflect on the fact that teaching students more about each other can have a profound
impact on future choices and create more open mindedness. That in fact, teaching for culture,
diversity, and using the Socratic Method of inquiry, discussion, and debate where students
examine, analyze, and synthesize each other's thoughts, opinions, or arguments allow students to
build deeper critical thinking while adapting, or reaffirming, their core values and beliefs.
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By allowing my students to build their critical thinking skills by breaking down primary
and secondary sources I was able to allow students to answer their own questions, and create
assignments that center on their motivations and interests. This post assessment activity data
showed me that not only am I able to build critical thinking skills through primary and secondary
source workshops, my content has the ability to change student’s perspectives as a result of the
Socratic Method. That, and the use of Social Constructivism theory, embedded within my
lessons, show that, in fact, students were able to change their thinking as a result of their peers'
experiences, opinions, and ideas. Because my lessons were embedded with literacy and
language development, students are able to use deeper critical thinking skills in their critical
thinking analysis.
The data collected for this portion of my action research project showed me that it is
possible to build critical thinking skills through primary and secondary source examination by
embedded literacy development and skill building into content. For example, for our formative
critical thinking assessment primary source analysis, students were assigned to research and
examine a protest song that represents the 1st amendment, Freedom of Speech. During our last
unit students were studying the Bill of Rights, their protections, and the importance of the five
freedoms protected under the 1st amendment. Students were to use their critical thinking skills
developed over the course of the class and break down a song of their choosing in analyzing its
message, and how it's connected to politics, government, or protesting.
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Figure 10 (Summative Assessment Protest Music Primary Source Analysis)
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In figure 10, students were assessed on their final breakdown of their protest song. This
assessment challenged students to use all their critical thinking skills in class and break down a
primary source in the form of music. Knowing that my students enjoy music, I selected this
assessment because I wanted to see how well my students would do when they got to select
something they wanted to write about that they were passionate about. I was blown away by the
students' work when it came to this assignment. With very limited sheltered instruction, and
using the skills we developed in class as a guide, the majority of students excelled in breaking
down this primary source. For example, students were able to break down the lyrics of their
chosen song, examine the message, analyze and determine the meaning, and elaborate on how it
connected to politics or government. This assignment allowed me to have my students show
proof of learning. The time we spent each lesson doing critical thinking analysis skill building,
discussions, debates, and breaking down current events and political issues allowed my students
the ability to learn how to break down multiple sources from multiple media.
Conclusions from Data Source 3
Does primary and secondary source examination, analysis, and research skill building
create deeper learning connections in terms of critical thinking and writing? Data I collected
from this action research project shows yes. Because students were modeled and assigned
language and literacy development through primary and secondary source examination and
analysis throughout the research period, those lessons provided throughout this data collection
have had a profound impact on developing student literacy, critical thinking, and writing. By
breaking down primary sources such as old newspapers, letters, videos, photos, and music,
students were able to create skill building across diverse learning styles. Also, the use of
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breaking down secondary source material such as news reports online, videos, or articles allowed
students to check multiple sources in synthesizing information and content. This guided students
to understanding of checking multiple perspectives when creating supporting details in an
argument. Also, this data argues that combining literacy development with critical skill building
through the use of primary and secondary source analysis, curriculum in content is able to create
deeper critical thinkers.
Summary
The findings revealed through analysis of all the data pieces show that I have continued
to progress and develop as a social studies instructor from the beginning of my teaching career to
the present. Action Research in a classroom is a very effective tool for teachers. This study
allowed me to analyze my own teaching based on teaching reflections, observations, and
recordings of data. As a result, my data collected during my research has given examples for me
to consider in how I can improve my teaching. For example, research gathered helps me see
where holes may be hitting for my students making learning connections. How much I may need
to continue to use scaffolding and or sheltered instruction for my emerging learners. Most
importantly, research gathered showed me the value of having data, and changed instructional
choices based on learning about the motivations or interests of my students
What I learned most from action research, and this data collecting cycle, is that I was
surprised at how successful my strategies were in answering my research questions. I believe
that my questions have been answered with valid data, proof, explanation, research, and
synthesized with deep examination backed by education theory. This data collected showed that
through literacy development, primary and secondary source researching and critical thinking
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skill building, that combines a class environment modeled in the Socratic Method/Social
Constructivism way of thinking and learning, that education can be implemented in away were
student’s growth is determined by opening up and learning about each other, the world around
them, while breaking down others thoughts and ideas. These concepts, combined with literacy
development can have profound impact on developing cross content culture, content, and
curriculum. The next chapter presents in more detail what I learned from the data, implications
for my future practice, and a conclusion to this project.
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Chapter Five
Discussion and Conclusion
Overview
The purpose of this action research was to increase my abilities in data analyses, while
striving to create teaching and learning opportunities centered on the beliefs I find value in, and
then teaching those into real world practice, lesson planning, and curriculum. After reviewing
literature and data collected for this action research project, I have come to the conclusion that
my teaching goals and philosophy of education, including ideas of world real-world practice,
were all possible with careful planning and execution. This action research strived to answer the
following questions: Does implementing academic language and literacy development into my
lessons improve student writing and critical thinking? Second, can teaching for cultural equity,
equality, and diversity through student-led discussions that center around the Socratic Method of
teaching that relies on the use of informal conversation and storytelling in order to guide deeper
learning connections, create deeper learning connections, or change student’s perspectives?
Finally, do lessons that focus on primary source and secondary source examination and analysis
help students build critical thinking and/or researching skills? The results provided, backed by
research collected and data acquisition shows that these strategies are obtainable across all
content areas and within all general education classrooms.
Summary of Findings
The implications for this action research project are interesting to consider because it
gives strength to the argument that there is power in skill building critical thinking, writing, and
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literacy into lesson planning. Meaning that, students can work on core skills such as reading,
writing, examining, analyzing, and synthesizing while making connections to standards and
curriculum. Also, because literacy development is intertwined with primary and secondary
source analysis skill building, I was able to cross-content educate my students to not only be
better critical thinkers, but better readers and writers. By using primary and secondary source
analysis and weaving in critical thinking and literacy development, my research shows that using
the fundamental tools taught in ELA instruction can have power in general education classrooms.
Tools and strategies such as frontloading, differentiating, scaffolding, and sheltered introduction
all can have power in guiding students in making deeper connections with not only content, but
literacy and critical thinking skill development.
Another important factor that my research goals aligned with my practice is creating a
diverse classroom that embraces the Socratic method of teaching. One that relishes in students
bringing their prior knowledge and skills to classroom discussions and debates centered on
students' motivations, interests, or beliefs. The purpose of this portion of my research is to back
the theory of Social Constructivism. That is, that student makes deeper learning connections by
embracing the experiences of others. My class, through the Socratic Method, accomplished the
task by presenting data in this action research that backs my theory that students learn most when
culture and diversity in the classroom is accepted and embraced. My American Government
class allowed students to discuss and debate hard social and political issues that centered on
students' discussions on cause and effects while comparing and contrasting solutions. Though
not all students were always active in these discussions, they were present, observing, and
therefore learning. Social Constructivism indeed does create deeper learning connections in
students and the power of storytelling, informal conversations that are centered on students'
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motivations and interest. The more students are challenged to learn about each other, the more
they will be open to others in terms of accepting others' culture, and/or, diversity.
Implications for Practice
These findings are important to my teaching philosophy because what I learned during
the ESOL coursework while studying my undergraduate degree. These experiences had a big
impact on my perspective in not only education, but in life perspective. Because I immersed
myself in culturally and linguistically diverse learning environments, I experienced the
tremendous impact that language and literacy development can have on building deeper learning
connections to content. Also, because many of my fellow students were first- and secondgeneration bilingual minorities, many shared their experiences and struggles growing up in
America. Many faced tremendous barriers and pressures to assimilate to American culture,
while keeping hold of their family’s traditions/culture. I found that the more I learned about
experiences of others, who were outside of my circle, the deeper learning connections I made. I
learned that as a result of learning from my classmates' struggles, I began to have a passion for
bringing awareness to the struggles that some students face whether it be from different cultural,
socioeconomic, or diverse backgrounds.
As a result, not only did the ESOL framework influence me in wanting to implement
literacy development into my classroom, but I also wanted to employ a Socratic method of
teaching where students discuss and debate topics that are socially and culturally inclusive. I
believe the more I learned about my students the more I would be able to pull those experiences
into their thinking, and therefore, use those thoughts or experiences to influence or change their
peers' thinking. I believe that this action research project not only showed that my tools for
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literacy development had impacts in student’s ability to build critical reading, thinking, and
writing skills, but also, my action research allowed me to create lessons that were centered on
students interests and motivations based on the continuous use pre-assessment tools and data
collection.
By continuously creating critical thinking writing assignments that broke down primary
and secondary sources, I was successfully able to tie in culturally relevant and diverse content by
getting to know my students. This proved the ability to connect assignments with literacy
goals/development throughout my curriculum units. Also, by designing literacy development
around activities with the social studies mindset of skill building academic language functions
centered on examining primary and secondary source analysis, I was also able to bridge critical
reading, writing, and reflecting skills within my content, thus, creating a multi-tool lesson that
connects across multiple content areas.
By successfully creating an entire class curriculum centered on not only content, but
primary and secondary analysis, literacy development, and critical thinking skill building, these
tools used in this action research have employed confidence in the ability of my teaching practice
to continually use primary and secondary source analysis that's tied to literacy development
workshops. My favorite part of my work is that I got to learn what the students thought or
believed in when it came to social issues in life. I loved my assignments because my workshops
allowed students to continually use their own interests, thoughts, feelings, or cultural values into
their products of learning. Most importantly, the students got to tell me what they thought, or
learned, while I got to teach them how to think even further, or guide a different perspective. My
class wasn’t big on memorizing content, it was more about what the student’s thoughts through
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activities such as debating, discussing, analyzing, examining. I love guiding student thinking to
go deeper, ask more questions, and offer solutions. I believe that content centered on the Social
Constructivist way of learning creates deeper learning because it harnesses the power of the
student-led learning environment, meaning that everyone has the opportunity to learn from
everyone. I believe that my coursework was successful in engaging students to make multiple
and meaningful connections across multiple learning targets and strategies, and I will continue to
employ these tools in my future practice.
Limitations
Although the results of the action research are shown to be positive and suggest great
progress towards my goals and addressing the questions of the research, there were a few great
limitations of note during this project. The greatest limitation that I faced during this Action
Research Project was a disruption in classroom teaching by COVID-19 virus. The COVID-19
virus pandemic forced the closure of all schools across the state in Mid-March of 2020. As a
result, all of my action research data collected has come as a result of distance learning, zoom
meeting, and online submitted work. Although I was fortunate enough to collect data from my
teaching experience, some data pieces’ effectiveness was reduced as a result of the conditions in
which student engagement was at an all-time low. Not only was the ability to collect data a
struggle, but the ability to instruct a student in person was gone. This forced me to do much of
my strategies in the form of lecture based teaching, and individual practice, with not a lot of
guidance, modeling, or feedback. Also, the ability for students to engage with one another, have
open discussions and debates, and active participation were also severely hampered due to
conducting class over Zoom, and distance learning.
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Future Goals
The results of this project show that I have continued to make progress in creating
curriculum and incorporating more evidence-based strategies into my teaching. One goal of my
practice is to continue to be a lifelong learner, and therefore, I plan to employ action research
which will continue to enable me to continue to learn and grow as a teacher. It is important to
never settle, think outside the box, get to know your students, and always keep striving to evolve
and grow. My future goals as an educator are to continue finding ways in which I can engage
my students to learn across cross content and curriculum. Also, I want to continue to learn how
to find different techniques that reach my more diverse learning background students. My
biggest goal, and what I am most proud of as an educator, is to continue to be an advocate for
critical thinking and literacy skill building and development in lesson plans across all content
areas.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I was impressed with how my action research project backed my
philosophy of teaching goals in terms of focusing on lesson planning that implements literacy
development through primary and secondary source analysis. I was able to create lesson
activities and assignments, data collection tools, and examine my findings that backed
conclusions and findings. Also, by creating a classroom environment that focused the student,
their interests, motivations, opinions, and solutions, I was able to create a classroom community
that was open to others viewpoints, culture, and diversity. In my class, I just want to know what
you think. What are your experiences? I want you to think, share, create, and collaborate while
learning with, and from your peers. I believe in skill building literacy, critical thinking, and the
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power of learning and growing. I believe that my action research project completed these goals
by showing that my evidence practices were not only backed by theory but by data and analysis.
For students to become better thinkers, we need to build reading, writing, and literacy skills
across multiple content areas.
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